
Can One Break the \Collage Barrier" in FractalImage Coding?E.R. Vrscay1 and D. Saupe21 Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario,Canada N2L 3G1, ervrscay@links.uwaterloo.ca2 Institut f�ur Informatik, Universit�at Leipzig, Augustusplatz 10/11, 04109 Leipzig,Germany, saupe@acm.orgAbstract. Most fractal image coding methods rely upon collage cod-ing, that is, �nding a fractal transform operator Tc that sends a targetimage u as close as possible to itself. The �xed point attractor �uc of Tcis generally a good approximation to u. However, it is well known thatcollage coding does not necessarily yield an optimal attractor, i.e., onefor which the approximation error jju � �ucjj is minimized with respectto variations in the fractal transform parameters. A number of studieshave employed the \collage attractor" �uc as a starting point from whichto obtain better approximations to u. In this paper, we show that at-tractors �u are di�erentiable functions of the (a�ne) fractal parameters.This allows us to use gradient descent methods that search for optimalattractors in fractal parameter space, i.e., local minima of the approxi-mation error jju � �ujj. We report on results of corresponding computerexperiments and compare them with those obtained by related (nondif-ferentiable) methods based on the simplex hill climbing and annealingapproaches.1 IntroductionFractal image coding seeks to approximate a target image u(x) with the �xedpoint attractor function �u(x) of a contractive fractal transform operator T thatacts on a suitable metric space (F ; dF ) of image functions. The fractal code, i.e.,the parameters that de�ne T , is then used to represent the target image u. Theapproximation �u is generated by iteration of T (decoding).Given a suitable parameter space P of acceptable fractal codes it is generallya tedious procedure to determine the best fractal code, i.e., to determine the op-erator Topt whose �xed point �uopt yields the smallest possible error dF (�u; u). Infact, Ruhl and Hartenstein [15] have shown that such \attractor coding" prob-lems are NP-hard. Understandably, most, if not all, fractal coding algorithmsrely upon the Collage Theorem [2,1]. In collage coding, one �nds an operator Tcthat minimizes the collage error dF (u; Tu). As is well known, the correspondingattractor error dF (�uc; u), where �uc = T �uc, is bounded above by a multiple ofthe collage error. Unfortunately, there is little theoretical knowledge about therelationship between the collage error and the minimum error.



It is also well known that collage coding is not necessarily optimal, i.e., that�uc 6= �u. In fact, Ruhl and Hartenstein [15] have rigorously shown that collagecoding is not a �-approximating algorithm: Using the notation introduced above,there exists no (�nite) constant � > 0 such thatdF(u; �uc)dF(u; �uopt) < � 8u 2 F :In other words, it is possible that the ratio of the collage attractor error to theoptimal attractor error can be arbitrarily large. Intuitively, this is a consequenceof the fact that collage coding is a \greedy algorithm" that seeks to �nd self-similarity of an image in one scan. Nevertheless, because of its relative simplicityand the fact that it appears to work well in most cases, collage coding continuesto serve as the basis of most fractal coders.Several studies have attempted to �nd attractor functions �u that are bet-ter approximations to a target u than the \collage attractors" �uc. Indeed, thesestudies have typically employed the collage attractor �uc as a starting point. Forexample, Barthel [3] and then Lu [10] have devised \annealing schemes" thatproduce sequences of attractors �un in which the fractal code for �un+1 is ob-tained from constructing a collage of pieces of �un to approximate the target u.The sequences �un are observed to provide better approximations to the target.However, there is still no rigorous theoretical basis for this method. A closelyrelated annealing algorithm is presented by Domaszevicz and Vaishampayan [5].On the other hand, Dudbridge and Fisher [6], using the Nelder-Mead simplex al-gorithm, searched the fractal code space P in the vicinity of the collage attractorto locate (local) minima of the approximation error dF(u; �u). Their method wasapplied to a rather restricted class of (separable) fractal transforms, in whichfour 4� 4 pixel range blocks shared a common domain block.In this paper we examine a systematic method to perform attractor opti-mization using the partial derivatives of attractor functions with respect to thefractal code parameters, @�u=@�k, k = 1; 2; : : : ;M . Here, the parameter spaceP of acceptable fractal codes consists of vectors � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �M ), M > 0.We �rst establish the existence of these derivatives and show that they are at-tractor functions of \vector fractal transform" operators. A knowledge of thesederivatives permits the computation of the gradient vector of the error functiondF (�u; u) which, in turn, allows the use of gradient descent algorithms. In prin-ciple, the method may be applied to any domain-range fractal coding scheme.However, from a complexity point of view, it is expensive, since the attractorand all derivatives must be computed at every pixel. We compare these results tothose obtained by minimizing the approximation error using the Nelder-Meadsimplex algorithm employed in Ref. [6] and also to those obtained using theappropriate variant of annealing schemes from Ref. [3,10].In a related work Withers [16] derives di�erentiability properties of IteratedFunction Systems with probabilities whose attractors model graphs of 1D func-tions. Newton's method is used to compute parameters.Finally, in our discussion of the inverse problem, we present an \Anti-CollageTheorem" which, in contrast to the infamous Collage Theorem, provides a lower



bound to the approximation error in terms of the collage error. This result isanother very simple consequence of Banach's Fixed Point Theorem.2 Partial Derivatives of IFSM Attractor Functions2.1 Mathematical PreliminariesLet (X; d) denote the base or pixel space, assumed to be a complete metric space.The discussion will be carried out for the continuous case, e.g., X = [0; 1]2, butwith the understanding that it readily carries over to the discrete case, e.g.,X = f(i; j)j1 � i; j � npg, where np denote the width and height of a squareimage in pixels. Let F(X) = ff : X ! Rg denote a suitable complete space ofimage functions with metric dF . Later, we shall use F(X) = L2(X), the spaceof square integrable functions on X with the usual metric.Now let Rk � X , k = 1; 2; : : : ; N denote a set of range or child blocks thatpartition X , i.e., (1) [Nk=1Rk = X and (2) Ri \ Rj = ; for i 6= j. Assume thatfor each range block Rk are associated the following:1. a domain or parent block, Dk � X , such that Rk = wk(Dk), where wk is aone-to-one contraction map with contraction factor ck 2 [0; 1),2. an a�ne greyscale map �k(t) = �kt+ �k, where �k; �k 2 R.In the language of [9], the above ingredients comprise an (a�ne) N -map Iter-ated Function System with Grey Level Maps (IFSM). Associated with such a(nonoverlapping) IFSM is a fractal transform operator T : F(X)! F(X) whoseaction is de�ned as follows. Given an image u 2 F(X) then for all x 2 Rk,k = 1; 2; : : : ; N , v(x) = (Tu)(x) = �k(u(w�1k (x))= �ku(w�1k (x)) + �k: (1)The transform T is de�ned by the fractal code parameters� = (�1; : : : ; �N ; �1; : : : ; �N ):In addition some side information must be transmitted to the decoder in orderto specify the image partition and the range-domain assignments. However, inthis study, we assume a �xed domain-range block con�guration, implying thatthe IFS maps wi are �xed. Thus, for all further discussion we can disregard thisside information.It is well known that if j�kj < 1, 1 � k � N , then the operator T is con-tractive in the space of functions L1(X). In the space of functions L2(X), astraightforward calculation shows thatkTu� Tvk2 � Cku� vk2; 8u; v 2 L2(X);where C = NXk=1 ckj�kj: (2)



Therefore, the condition C < 1 is su�cient (but not necessary) for contractivityof T in L2(X).Another special type of IFSM/fractal transform, relevant below, involves\condensation" [11]. For a u 2 F(X), de�ne v = Tu as follows: For all x 2 Rk,k = 1; 2; : : : ; N , v(x) = (Tu)(x) = �ku(w�1k (x)) + �k(x): (3)The functions �k(x) are known as condensation functions. Note that condensa-tion functions do not a�ect the contractivity of T .2.2 Partial Derivatives of IFSM Attractor Functions with Respectto Greyscale Map ParametersLet us now consider an a�neN -map IFSM and assume that its associated fractaltransform T in Eq. (1) is contractive in the space F(X) = L2(X). Therefore,there exists a unique �xed point attractor function �u = T �u. We now consider �u asa function not only of position but also the fractal parameters, i.e., �u = �u(x; �).Then, from Eq. (1),�u(x; �) = �k�u(w�1k (x); �) + �k; x 2 Rk: (4)Proposition 1. The attractor �u is continuous with respect to the fractal param-eters �`, �`, l = 1; 2; : : : ; N .The continuity of IFSM attractors with respect to grey level maps �` wasproved in [8], using the methods described in [4]. It is straightforward to establishthe continuity in terms of the grey level parameters �` and �`. The followingresult, which establishes the continuity of attractor functions with respect tocondensation functions, is also a simple consequence of Proposition 1.Proposition 2. Let T1 and T2 be contractive N-map IFSM operators as in Eq.(3), with condensation functions �(1)(x) and �(2)(x), respectively, and identicalfractal coe�cients �k. Let �u1 and �u2, respectively, denote the �xed points of theseoperators. Then given an � > 0, there exists a � > 0 such that k�(1) � �(2)k2 < �implies that k�u1 � �u2k2 < �.Recall that the IFS maps wi employed in the fractal transforms are assumedto be �xed. Now de�ne the feasible fractal parameter space P � R2N to bethe set of all fractal codes � 2 R2N for which the corresponding a�ne IFSMoperators T de�ned in Eq. (1) are contractive in F(X) = L2(X).Proposition 3. The set P is open.Proof: We prove that P = R2N � P is closed. Let �n 2 P , n = 1; 2; : : :, be aconvergent sequence (in the topology of R2N ) with limit �. Each (unfeasible)fractal code vector �n 2 P de�nes a noncontractive fractal transform operator



Tn : L2(X) ! L2(X) with associated factor (cf. Eq. (2)) Cn =PNk=1 c1=2k j�nkj.Now, for each operator Tn, de�ne its \optimal" Lipschitz factor as follows,Ln = supy1 6=y2 kTny1 � Tny2k2ky1 � y2k2 :From this de�nition and the noncontractivity of the Tn, it follows that 1 � Ln �Cn for all n. From the convergence of the code vectors �n, it also follows thatlimn!1 Cn = C � 1. Therefore, from Proposition 1, the fractal transform Tde�ned by the limit code vector � has associated factor C and Lipschitz factorL � 1. Therefore T is not contractive, implying that � =2 P . Thus P is closed,proving the proposition. utProposition 4. The partial derivatives of the attractor �u with respect to thefractal parameters �`, �`, l = 1; 2; : : : ; N , exist at any point � 2 P.Proof: For any � 2 P , the associated fractal transform T is contractive. Thisimplies that for any u0 2 L2, the sequence of functions de�ned by un+1 = Tunconverges to �u, that is, kun � �uk2 ! 0 as n!1. Let u0 = �, where�(x) = NXk=1 �kIRk (x)and IS(x) is the characteristic function of a subset S � X . Then, for M � 0,uM = T �Mu0 is given byuM (x; �) = �(x) + MXn=1 NXi1;:::;in �i1 � � ��in�(w�1in � � � � � w�1i1 (x)): (5)The uM are partial sums of an in�nite series that converge, in the L2 metric, to�u. Thus, we can write�u(x; �) = �(x) + 1Xn=1 NXi1;:::;in �i1 � � ��in�(w�1in � � � � � w�1i1 (x));where the equation is understood in the L2 sense.Now consider an x 2 Rk for some k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ng. Then the index i1 in Eq.(5) must equal k (in order for w�1i1 (x) to be de�ned). Therefore, Eq. (5) becomesuM (x; �) = �(x) + �kuM�1(w�1k (x); �); x 2 Rk:For a given l 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Ng, we partially di�erentiate the terms in this equationwith respect to �`:@uM@�` (x; �) = �k �@uM�1@�` (w�1k (x); �)� + [uM�1(w�1k (x); �)]�kl; (6)



where �kl = 1 if k = l and zero otherwise. De�ne the following N -map IFSMoperator T` with condensation:(T`u)(x) = �ku(w�1k (x)) + �k(x); x 2 Rk; 1 � k � N;where �k(x) = [�u(w�1k (x))]�kl. Since T is contractive, it follows that T` is con-tractive in L2. (T and T` have identical IFS maps and fractal parameters �k.)Let �v` denote the �xed point of T`. From Propositions 1 and 2, �v` is contin-uous with respect to the parameters �k, in particular, �`. We now show that�v` = @�u=@�`. (In what follows, for simplicity of notation, only x and �` will bewritten explicitly in the list independent variables.)Note that Eq. (6) does not correspond to a single IFSM operator with con-densation. However, since the functions uM converge to �u, it follows, from Propo-sition 2, that the sequence of functions @uM=@�` converges to �v`. That is, for agiven � 2 P and �1 > 0, there exists an M1 > 0 such that@uM@�` (x; �`)� �v(x; �`)2 < �1; 8M >M1: (7)We denote our reference point as �0 = (�01; : : : ; �0N ; �01 ; : : : ; �0n) 2 P . LetN`(�), � > 0, be a restricted neighbourhood of the point �0 in which only thecomponent �` is allowed to vary, i.e., �` 2 I� = [�0̀ � �; �0̀ + �], such thatthe corresponding vectors � lie in P . (The existence of such a neighbourhood isguaranteed since P is open.) Let h 2 R, with jhj < �. Then for each x 2 X thereexists, by the Mean Value Theorem, a cM 2 Ih = [�0̀ � h; �0̀ + h], such thatuM (x; �0̀ + h)� uM (x; �0̀) = @uM@�` (x; cM )h:Therefore,kuM (x; �0̀ + h) � uM (x; �0̀)� h�v(x; �0̀)k2= h @uM@�` (x; cM )� �v(x; �0̀)2� h @uM@�` (x; cM )� �v(x; cM )2 + hk�v(x; cM )� �v(x; �0̀)k2� h @uM@�` (x; cM )� �v(x; cM )2+ max�`2Ih hk�v(x; �`)� �v(x; �0̀)k2: (8)Since I� is closed, there exists an M > 0 such that the inequality in (7) issatis�ed for all M > M at all � 2 N`(�). Therefore, for a �xed h 2 (��; �), wemay take the limit M !1 of both sides of (8) to give �u(x; �0̀ + h)� �u(x; �0̀)h � �v(x; �0̀)2 � max�`2Ih k�v(x; �`)� �v(x; �0̀)k2:



Since �v is continuous with respect to �`, the right side term may be made arbi-trarily small by making h su�ciently small, thus establishing the di�erentiabilityof �u with respect to �` at �0.The di�erentiability of �u with respect to the �` may be derived in a similarfashion. utRemark: From Eq. (6) (and its analogue for di�erentiation with respect to�`), the partial derivatives of �u with respect to the fractal parameters �` and�` may be obtained by formally di�erentiating both sides of Eq. (4). For a �xedx 2 Rk: @�u@�` (x; �) = �k � @�u@�` (w�1k (x); �)� + [�u(w�1k (x); �)]�kl; (9)@�u@�` (x; �) = �k � @�u@�` (w�1k (x); �)� + �kl: (10)Eqs. (4), (9) and (10) may be considered to de�ne a (2N + 1)-component\vector IFSM with condensation" that may be written in the following compactform: �u = T�u;where �u(x; �) = ��u(x; �); @�u�1 (x; �); : : : ; @�u�2N (x; �)�T : (11)Now de�ne the space F2N+1(X) = ff = (f0; f1; : : : ; f2N ) j fj 2 F(X)g withassociated metric dF2N+1(f ;g) = max0�j�2N dF (fj ; gj). Then the vector IFSMis denoted by T : F2N+1(X)! F2N+1(X). For an f 2 F2N+1(X),(Tf)(x) = Ak � f(w�1k (x)) + �k(x); x 2 Rk:The coe�cients of the matrix Ak = (a(k)i;j )i;j=0;:::;2N area(k)i;j =8<:�k if i = j1 if i = k; j = 00 otherwise :The entry \1" in the k-th row represents the only \mixing" of components ofu under the action of T. The vector �k(x) represents a condensation vectorcomposed of constant functions: [�k(x)]T = (�k; 0; 0; : : : ; 1; : : : ; 0), where the\1" occurs at index N + k.Proposition 5. Suppose that T is contractive in (F(X); dF ). Then T is con-tractive in F2N+1(X). Its �xed point u is given by Eq. (11), where �u is the �xedpoint of T , see Eq. (4).From Banach's Fixed Point Theorem, contractivity of T allows the compu-tation of its �xed point function �u by means of iteration. The above proposition



implies that all all partial derivatives @�u=@�` may also be computed by itera-tion: Begin with a \seed" u0 2 F2N+1(X) and construct the sequence of vectorfunctions un+1 = Tun, n � 0. The reader will immediately note the complexityof such calculations: Except in special cases, �u and its partial derivatives willhave to be computed for all x 2 X . This will be discussed in more detail below.3 The Inverse Problem of Fractal Approximation3.1 Optimal Attractor Coding vs. Collage CodingWe now consider inverse problems in F(X) = L2(X). As well, v 2 L2(X) willdenote a \target" image function that we seek to approximate. Let T be a fractaltransform, as de�ned in Eq. (1), with fractal code � 2 P , i.e., T is contractivein L2(X). We consider the squared L2 error in the approximation v � �u as afunction of the fractal code �:E(�) = ZX [v(x) � �u(x; �)]2dx= hv � �u; v � �ui:The \true" inverse problem, or attractor coding, of v is then to �nd min�2P E(�).Let �opt denote a global minimum point of this error function. Assuming thatthe fractal transform Topt de�ned by �opt is contractive, we denote its �xed pointby �uopt and refer to it as the optimal attractor.However, as mentioned earlier, the solution of this problem, involving the de-termination of optimal domain-range pairs and associated fractal parameters, isgenerally intractable. As such, most fractal-based methods perform collage cod-ing, that is, they seek to minimize the collage error associated with the transformT = T (�). We denote the squared L2 collage error as�(�) = ZX [v(x) � T (�)v(x)]2dx= NXk=1 ZRk [v(x) � �kv(w�1k (x)) � �k]2dx:A standard procedure is to impose stationarity conditions in order to obtain asystem of two linear equations for each set of parameters (�k; �k), k = 1; 2; : : : ; N .(However, it is not guaranteed that the solution of these systems lies in P .) Ifwe let �col denote the global minimum of �(�) then, of course,E(�opt) � E(�col):We shall refer to the �xed point of the fractal transform de�ned by �col (assumingit to be contractive) as the collage attractor, �u(x; �col).



3.2 Optimizing Collage CodingOne possible compromise between solving the optimal attractor coding problemand suboptimal collage coding is to employ the collage attractor (and corre-sponding domain-range assignments), in particular the fractal code �col, as astarting point, varying the fractal parameters � in an attempt to decrease theerror function E(�) as much as possible. This was the strategy of Dudbridge andFisher [6], who employed the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm for some rathersimple and restrictive domain-range assignments. In this scheme, the error func-tion E(�) is computed at strategic points.A knowledge of the partial derivatives of �u with respect to the fractal pa-rameters permits the computation of elements of the gradient vector of E:@E@�` (�) = � 2�v � �u; @�u@�` (�)� ; l = 1; 2; : : : ; 2N:This allows us to employ gradient-descent and related methods to search forlocal minima.Practically speaking, however, the partial derivatives @�u=@�`(x; �) must becomputed at all points (pixels) x 2 X . In addition to an np�np matrix requiredto store an image, an additional 2N np � np matrices are needed, in general,to store the derivatives at all pixels. Borrowing from the terminology of quan-tum chemists, this \full con�guration interaction" will compute the total rateof change of the attractor | hence the approximation error | with respect tochanges in all fractal parameters �` for a �xed set of domain-range pair assign-ments. When applying a gradient descent method to minimize the error functionE less storage is required. It su�ces to provide one additional np�np matrix tosequentially compute each component of the gradient (@E=@�1; : : : ; @E=@�2N).In Section 4 we apply the conjugate gradient method to compute minima ofthe error function E. Technically we need to ensure that the gradient of E iscontinuous. As a sketch of a proof of this property we remark that the gradientis essentially given by the attractor of a vector IFS with condensation which iscontinuous with respect to IFS parameters. This should be su�cient to establishcontinuous partial derivatives of E.3.3 The \Anti-Collage Theorem"We close this section by examining an interesting consequence of collage coding.For reference, we state the \Collage Theorem," a simple corollary of Banach'sFixed Point Theorem:Proposition 6 (Collage Theorem). Given (Y; dY ) a complete metric space.Let T : Y ! Y be contractive with contraction factor cT 2 [0; 1) and let �y denotethe unique �xed point of T . Then for any y 2 Y ,dY (y; �y) � 11� cT dY (y; Ty):



This result, central to fractal image compression, provides an upper boundto the distance dY (y; �y), which may be viewed as the error in approximating yby �y, in terms of the collage error dY (y; Ty). As may or may not be well known,it may be derived by means of a simple application of the triangle inequality.However, it may not be so well known that a slight reshu�ing of the triangleinequality leads to another result that \works in the other direction," providinga lower bound. We �rst state a more generalized result.Proposition 7. Given (Y; dY ) a complete metric space. Let T : Y ! Y beLipschitz, i.e., there exists an LT � 0 such that dY (Ty1; T y2) � LT dY (y1; y2)for all y1; y2 2 Y . As well, assume that �y is a �xed point of T . Then for anyy 2 Y , dY (y; �y) � 11 + LT dY (y; Ty):Proof: From the triangle inequality:dY (y; Ty) � dY (y; �y) + dY (�y; Ty)� dY (y; �y) + LT dY (�y; y);from which the desired result follows.Remark: Note that in the above result, T is not assumed to be contractive.Hence the �xed point �y need not be unique.We may now combine the two results for application to fractal approximation:Given a target function v 2 F(X) consider the approximation of v by the unique�xed point �u of a contraction map T : F(X)! F(X). Then11 + cT dF(v; Tv) � dF (v; �u) � 11� cT dF (v; Tv):In other words, the collage error dF (v; Tv) bounds the approximation error bothfrom above and below. (In retrospect, this most interesting result is a simpleconsequence of the \triangle" formed by v, �v and Tv.) For a �xed collage error(assuming this can be done), the spread between upper and lower bounds de-creases with the contractivity factor cT . On a more negative note, for nonzerocollage error, there is no chance that the error can be small \by accident."4 Practical ExamplesWe have tested the proposed method in two versions of fractal image coding.In the �rst one we use the approach suggested by Monro and Dudbridge [12]and explained below. This choice is motivated by the chance to compare ourresults with those obtained by Dudbridge and Fisher [6], who used a simplexmethod for attractor optimization. Also in this approach the dimensionality ofthe optimization problem is small, so it is a good starting point. The secondseries of tests were carried out using quadtree partitionings derived with thecode from [7]. We provide a comparison of the results with those obtained byappropriately adjusted procedures of Barthel [3] and Lu [10].



Collage Attractor optimization �PSNR �PSNR [6]attractor Simplex GradientdB dB (sec) dB (sec) dB dBLena 29.25 29.87 (301) 29.87 (229) 0.62 0.35Boat 26.66 27.42 (300) 27.42 (299) 0.56 0.41Mandrill 21.52 22.11 (532) 22.08 (1500) 0.59 0.33Peppers 29.34 30.02 (277) 29.94 (591) 0.68 0.33Table 1. Results of (a) collage coding and attractor optimization using (b) simplexand (c) gradient methods, the latter two using collage coding as a starting point. Allresults are expressed in PSNR (dB). The �nal two columns list the improvement inPSNR achieved by the simplex method obtained in this study and Ref. [5], respectively.4.1 Results Part 1We �rst apply our method to a simple fractal transform scheme examined byDudbridge and Fisher [6], designed to minimize the interdependency of rangeblocks. The following four 512 � 512 pixel images (8 bpp), used in [6] werealso used in this study: Lena, Boat, Mandrill and Peppers.1 Each image waspartitioned into 4�4 pixel range blocks, with four range blocks sharing a common8�8 pixel domain block. Therefore, for each image, the inverse problem separatesinto 642 independent problems, each involving an 8 � 8 pixel image with fourrange blocks Rk, hence 8 fractal parameters.As in [6], for each test image we �rst used collage coding to determine thefractal code �col that minimizes the collage error. We then used this code as astarting point for a gradient-descent method. The NAG [13] subroutine E04DKF,which performs a quasi-Newton conjugate gradient minimization, was used. Itwas also desirable to compare these results with the non-gradient calculations of[6]. However, since some of our collage error results di�ered from those of [6], wehave independently carried out attractor optimization using the Nelder-Meadsimplex algorithm. The NAG subroutine E04CCF was used.In all cases, the simplex and gradient methods yielded almost identical im-provements. A comparison with [6] will reveal some nonnegligible di�erences,not only in the collage errors but also in the improvements a�orded by the sim-plex method. In all cases, the improvements in Table 1 are greater. In both thesimplex as well as the gradient algorithms, the results are quite sensitive to thesettings of the tolerance/accuracy parameters as well as the maximum number ofiterations (maxiter) allowed. Generally the best performance was obtained whenthe tolerance parameters for the simplex and gradient subroutines were set to10�5 and 10�6, respectively. The parameter maxiter was set to 2000, which isvirtually in�nity.1 These images may be retrieved by anonymous ftp from the Waterloo Fractal Com-pression Project site links.uwaterloo.ca in the appropriate subdirectories locatedin ftp://links.uwaterloo.ca/pub/BragZone/GreySet2/.



PCA Simplex Gradient �PSNRdB dB (sec) dB (sec) dBLena 26.93 29.73 (421) 29.74 (288) 2.81Boat 25.08 27.30 (452) 27.32 (618) 2.24Mandrill 20.85 22.00 (663) 21.97 (3333) 1.15Peppers 25.97 29.76 (420) 29.56 (2888) 1.79Table 2. Results of (a) piecewise constant approximation (PCA) and attractor opti-mization using (b) simplex and (c) gradient methods, the latter two using the PCAas a starting point. All results are expressed in PSNR (dB). The �nal column lists theimprovement in PSNR achieved by the better of methods (b) and (c).In Table 1 are presented the PSNR values associated with collage codingand subsequent simplex and gradient optimized attractor coding, along withthe improvements in PSNR. The numbers in brackets represent the CPU timerequired for each calculation. (We emphasize that these numbers are presentedfor the purpose of comparision, since the computer codes themselves are quiteunoptimized.)In an attempt to understand how good an initial estimate is provided by col-lage coding, we have performed simplex and gradient optimization calculationsfor another set of initial conditions, namely, piecewise constant approximationsto the images. In this case, all �` are initially set to zero and the �` are simply themean values of the range block. (Of course, in more general problems than theone studied here, there would remain the problem of assigning a domain blockto each range block.) In Table 2, we present the results of these calculations.The �rst column gives the error associated with the initial piecewise constantapproximation. The next two columns list the PSNR values of the optimizedattractors obtained from, respectively, the simplex and gradient methods alongwith the CPU times. The �nal column gives the PSNR improvement yielded bythe better of the two methods.We observe that the simplex and gradient methods, using such suboptimalinitial conditions, i.e., piecewise constant approximations, yield approximationsthat are almost as good as those found from collage attractors. The worst case isPeppers, for which a 0.26 dB di�erence is found. For the others, the discrepancyis on the order of 0.1 dB.4.2 Results Part 2In this subsection we report on the results of the gradient descent algorithm whenapplied to fractal encodings based on quadtree partitionings. We used the coderof Fisher [7] to produce quadtree partitions and corresponding fractal codes.The resulting scaling and o�set parameters were then subject to improvementby the gradient descent method. In this case we have used the conjugate gradientalgorithm from [14]. The major computational burden is the computation of thegradients required in each step, which allowed us to do experiments only with



Fig. 1. Illustration of the results for the attractor optimization gradient descentmethod. The image is the 256x256 test image Lena, compressed using the fractalquadtree coder with minimal range block size of 8x8 pixels.Top left: attractor image obtained by collage coding (26.96 dB PSNR).Top right: attractor image after optimization (26.99 dB PSNR).Bottom left: range blocks with new scale and o�set code are shown in black.Bottom right: pixels that are di�erent in the optimized attractor are shown in black.images of size 256 � 256. We considered the test image Lena and three di�erentencodings, obtained by prescribing minimal range block sizes of 16 � 16, 8 �8, and 4 � 4 pixels respectively.2 The scaling and o�set parameters were thenmodi�ed until convergence of the conjugate gradient method, which requiredup to 16 steps for our setting of algorithm parameters. After convergence theobtained scaling and o�set parameters were quantized for storage, where weused the same scheme as the one contained in the quadtree coder. Table 3 listsintermediate and end results. The gain obtained by the gradient descent methodvaried between 0.16 and 0.25 dB in PSNR. However, the necessary quantization2 The command line parameters for the quadtree coder were -t 8.000000 -m 4 -d 2 -D2 -s 5 -o 7 -N 1.000000 -F with -M 4, -M 5, and -M 6 for minimal range block sizesof 16 � 16, 8 � 8, and 4 � 4 pixels respectively.



min. block size 16x16 8x8 4x4compression ratio 70.2 23.8 9.8attractor errors (in dB) 23.46 26.96 30.87step 1 23.57 27.04 30.93step 2 23.60 27.07 30.96step 3 23.61 27.10 31.00step 4 23.61 27.11 31.03step 5 23.62 27.12 31.06step 6 23.62 27.12 31.08step 7 23.62 27.12 31.09step 8 23.62 27.13 31.10step 9 23.62 27.13 31.10step 10 23.62 27.13 31.11step 11 23.62 27.13 31.11step 12 | 27.13 31.11step 16 | | 31.12best result (in dB) 23.62 27.13 31.12gain (in dB) 0.16 0.17 0.25after quantization (dB) 23.50 26.99 30.89remaining gain (in dB) 0.04 0.03 0.02total time 3h:40m 6h:20m 9h:50mTable 3. Results for the gradient descent method applied to quadtree encodings of the256 � 256 test image Lena. The three columns correspond to encodings with di�erentbit rates.destroyed a large part of these gains so that improvements of only 0.02 to 0.04dB PSNR remained. This indicates that our settings for the tolerances in theconjugate gradient methods were rather conservative. The computation timeswere very large.3 In Figure 1 we display the attractor images and the ranges andpixels that have changed during the attractor optimization.In order to compare the results with those obtained by previously publishedmethods we implemented an annealing approach along the lines in [3,10]. Briey,the method proceeds by re-encoding the test image several times. In the �rststep the original image is used to derive the domain pool as usual, while in allsubsequent iterations the attractor from the previous step is used to generate thedomain pool. In this way the encoder has a better grasp of the codebook that thedecoder actually uses in the attractor image. Unfortunately, there is no theorybehind these heuristics and experiments show that the attractor error does notdecrease monotonically as iterations proceed. This was also con�rmed in oursimulations, see Table 4. Since the scope of this paper includes the parameterupdates, but no change in the domain assignments for the ranges, we used theannealing approach also in the corresponding version. In other words, in the �rststep of the annealing method both the partitioning and the domains used for eachrange were computed and then held �xed throughout all following iterations. The3 CPU times reported in this subsection were measured on an SGI O2 R5000 processor.



min. block size 16x16 8x8 4x4compression ratio 70.2 23.8 9.8attractor error (in dB) 23.46 26.96 30.87step 1 23.50 27.00 30.92step 2 23.53 27.01 30.91step 3 23.50 27.00 30.92step 4 23.52 27.00 30.93step 5 23.50 27.01 30.93step 6 23.53 27.01 30.92step 7 23.50 27.00 30.93step 8 23.52 27.01 30.92step 9 23.50 27.00 30.92step 10 23.53 27.00 30.93step 21 23.51 ... ...step 24 27.00 ...step 32 30.92best result (dB) 23.53 27.01 30.93gain (in dB) 0.07 0.05 0.06total time 0m:35s 0m:58s 1m:31sTable 4. Results for the annealing method.iterations were terminated after a total of ten iterations without improvement,i.e., iterations for which the attractor quality in PSNR had dropped. In thismethod quantization is already employed in each step, of course, and thus, noextra loss occurs as for the gradient method, which must rely on continuousparameters. Table 4 lists the results for the same test image as above. We seethat the improvements are in the range between 0.05 and 0.07 dB PSNR.5 Conclusions and future workIn this paper we have derived the theoretical fundamentals necessary for any ap-plication of di�erentiable methods for attractor error reduction in fractal imagecompression, namely{ the establishment of the di�erentiability of the attractor image as a functionof its (real valued) scale and o�set parameters, and{ the feasibility of gradient computation by iteration of a properly de�nedvector Iterated Function System with gray level Maps.Moreover, we have implemented gradient descent algorithms for the problemand reported computational results for a few test cases. While the computerprograms have demonstrated that the methods work in practice, the outcomes,however, are not promising. Although gains for the simple encoding based onthe method of Dudbridge and Monro are around one half of a dB in PSNR,
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